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Harsh Tradeoff at Core of GOP Health Bill: Keep 
Medicaid Expansion or Cut Taxes for Wealthy? 

Tax Cuts for 400 Highest-Income Households Exceed Cost of 

Maintaining Expansion in Most States  

By Brandon DeBot 

 
The House-passed bill to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act (ACA), which the emerging 

Senate Republican health bill is expected to largely resemble, would lavish tax cuts on the wealthy 
and pay for them by cutting provisions that help millions of people afford health coverage and care.1  
New state-by-state estimates from the Urban Institute on the impact of ending the ACA’s Medicaid 
expansion in the 31 states and the District of Columbia that have adopted it make the tradeoffs at 
the heart of the GOP health bill even clearer.2  Using those estimates combined with Joint 
Committee on Taxation and Tax Policy Center estimates of the impact of the bill’s tax cuts, we find: 

 
• The 400 highest-income taxpayers alone would receive 

tax cuts worth about $33 billion from 2019 through 
2028, which is more than the federal spending cuts from 
ending the Medicaid expansion in any one of 20 
expansion states and the District of Columbia.  In fact, 
the tax cuts for the top 400 roughly equal the federal 
cost of maintaining the expansion in Nevada, West 
Virginia, Arkansas, and Alaska combined.  (See Figure 1.)  
Policymakers face a stark choice: maintain the Medicaid 
expansion coverage for 726,000 people in these four 
states, or advance the pending legislation and cut taxes 
by millions of dollars a year for 400 households whose 
annual incomes average more than $300 million apiece. 

• Households with incomes above $1 million a year would get annual tax cuts averaging more 
than $50,000 apiece — worth more than the cost of continuing Medicaid expansion coverage 
for eight people.3   
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FIGURE 1 

 
 
 

GOP Bill: Large Tax Cuts for Wealthy, Damaging Cuts to Medicaid 

In its fundamental structure, the House-passed bill cuts taxes for the wealthy and corporations 
and pays for it by cutting provisions that help millions of people afford health coverage and care. 
The bill would effectively end the ACA’s Medicaid expansion for low-income adults; cap and cut 
federal Medicaid funding for seniors, people with disabilities, and families with children; and slash 
subsidies that help moderate-income people afford individual market insurance coverage.  In this 
analysis, we specifically compare the bill’s tax cuts and the cost of maintaining current federal 
funding for the Medicaid expansion. 

 
The House-passed bill eliminates the ACA’s enhanced federal match rate for new enrollees under 

the Medicaid expansion starting in 2020, meaning that states would have to pay three to five times as 
much for new enrollees as under current law.  The large increase in costs would lead most or all 
states to close their expansions to new enrollees and, since the overwhelming majority of current 
enrollees would leave Medicaid within a few years, the House bill would effectively end the 
expansion.  The emerging Senate health bill will reportedly phase down federal funding for the 
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expansion over several years, but it would produce the exact same result over time: the Medicaid 
expansion’s demise.4 

 
The Urban Institute estimates that, if states end their expansions starting in 2020, the federal 

government would save about $700 billion from 2019 through 2028 from lower spending in current 
expansion states, and 12 million newly eligible people in these states would lose coverage.  (The 12 
million figure does not include the additional several million people that the Urban Institute 
estimates could lose coverage due to the federal funding cuts from the GOP bill’s caps on per-
enrollee federal Medicaid funding.)5  

 
FIGURE 2 

 
 
 
Meanwhile, the House-passed bill would spend about $700 billion from 2019 through 2028 on tax cuts 

mainly for high-income people and wealthy corporations from repealing the ACA taxes that fall on them, we 
estimate based on Joint Committee on Taxation data.6  The repealed taxes would include the ACA’s 
two so-called Medicare taxes — the additional 0.9 percent Hospital Insurance payroll tax on high-
income people and the 3.8 percent tax on unearned income — that fall only on individuals with 
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incomes above $200,000 ($250,000 for married couples), as well as fees that insurance and drug 
companies pay.7  (See Figure 2 and Appendix Table 1 for a comparison of the Medicaid spending 
cuts by state with the tax cuts under the House bill.) 
 

These tax cuts would flow largely to the wealthy and corporations.  Households with incomes 
above $1 million would receive nearly half of the tax cuts, with their tax cuts averaging more than 
$50,000 apiece each year once they’re fully in effect.8  Those at the very top would receive even bigger 
tax cuts.  The 400 highest-income households — whose incomes average more than $300 million a 
year — would get annual tax cuts averaging millions of dollars each.  These households would 
receive total tax cuts worth roughly $33 billion over ten years, we estimate.9  The value of the tax 
cuts for the top 400 exceed the federal spending cuts from ending the Medicaid expansion in any 
one of 20 expansion states and the District of Columbia under the House bill.  Indeed, the tax cuts 
for the top 400 alone roughly equal the federal spending cuts from ending the Medicaid expansion in 
Nevada, West Virginia, Arkansas, and Alaska combined.  Ending expansion in these four states would 
lead 726,000 people in those states to lose Medicaid coverage.10   

 
These estimates reveal misplaced priorities in the Republican approach to health reform, and the 

harsh consequences for millions of people if the policies are enacted.  
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Appendix: Federal Spending Cuts from Repealing Medicaid Expansion and Tax 

Cuts in House-Passed Bill (2019-2028) 

APPENDIX TABLE 1 

Medicaid Spending Cuts (in billions)  Tax Cuts (in billions) 

State Cuts (billions)  Provision Cost (billions) 

California $74.3 
 

Repeal 3.8% Medicare tax on 

unearned income 
$202 

New Jersey $59.0 

Ohio $50.8 
 

Repeal 0.9% Medicare tax on 

high earners 
$97 

Kentucky $45.2 

Michigan $41.9  Repeal insurer fee $174 

Illinois $40.2 
 

Repeal "Cadillac" tax on high-cost 

health plans 
$66 

Oregon $37.5 

Washington $37.5 
 

Reduce medical expense 

deduction threshold to 7.5% 
$44 

New York $35.9 

Pennsylvania $34.8 
 

Repeal pharmaceutical company 

fee 

$27 

 Colorado $28.9 

New Mexico $27.2  Repeal medical device tax $24 

Maryland $24.5 
 

Repeal reduced flexible spending 

account contribution limits 
$29 

Arizona $24.0 

Minnesota $20.2 
 

Increase Health Savings Account 

limits and other changes  
$24 

Indiana $20.1 

Louisiana $18.2  Repeal other tax changes $11 

Nevada $12.2    

West Virginia $12.2    

Connecticut $12.1    

Iowa $7.3    

Arkansas $6.9    

Montana $6.2    

Rhode Island $5.9    

New Hampshire $4.7    

District of 

Columbia 
$3.4    

North Dakota $2.8    

Hawaii $2.6    

Delaware $2.4    

Alaska $1.9    

Vermont $1.6    

Total $702  Total $699 

 

Note: the Urban analysis excludes Massachusetts, due its unique pre-ACA health reforms. However,  a separate Urban 
analysis finds that, if Massachusetts did not maintain ACA expansion, it would reduce federal Medicaid funding by $1.3 

billion in 2022. See Urban Institute and Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts Foundation, “Modeling the Impacts of 

the American Health Care Act on Massachusetts,” May 23, 2017, 

https://bluecrossmafoundation.org/publication/modeling-impacts-american-health-care-act-massachusetts.  

https://bluecrossmafoundation.org/publication/modeling-impacts-american-health-care-act-massachusetts
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